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GEOPHYSICS 

NATURE 1083 

Lunar Tides in the Equatorial Electrojet and 
in the Ionosphere over the Magnetic Equator 
AN abnormally large value of the solar daily range of tho 

horizontal magnetic intensity, H, found at stations within 
a few degrees from the magnetic equator has boon ascribed 
duo to eastward electric currents flowing in the lowor 
ionosphere during the daylight hours and known as 
equatorial electrojot'. A longitudinal effect in the 
strength of tho electro jet with a maximum in tho America n 
zone has boon shown by Rastogi•. 

Bartels and Johnston8 showed tho oxi~:~tonoo of abnor
mally largo lunar tidal effects in tho runge of H at 
Huancayo. I (ref. 4) showed that the enhancement in the 
tidal effects in tho range of H iB confined, within a fow 
dogroos, around tho magnetic equator very similar to the 
equatorial olcctrojot. l have also demonstrated a longi
tudinal effect in the lunar tides in range of H similar to 
that in tho equatorial eleotrojot5• 

The existence of enhanced lunar tidal effects in tho 
critical frequency J0 F 2 of the J/ 2 region of the ionosphere 
confined within a few degr<.J(lS around tho magnetic equator 
similar to the latitudinal variation of oloctrojet strength 
has boon shown6 •7 • The amplitude of lunar tide in J0F 2 

over the magnetic equator was largest in Amorica.n, inter• 
mediate in African and least in Indian zones, which is 
very analogous to the longitudinal variation of the equa
torial eloctrojet. 

To study further the relations botwoen the lunar tidal 
effects in f 01!'2 and in the electrojet, analyses of midday 
(11-13 h moan) values ofj0F 2 at Huanoayo over the years 
1938-46 plus 1951-60 have boon analysed by me and have 
boon compared with the similar analyses of range in H by 
Bartels and ,J ohnston3 • 

In Fig. 1 aro drawn the harmonic dials showing tho 
seasonal variations in the coefficients of .lunar semi
monthly variations in J0 1!'2 computed by me and in the 
range of H derived from Bartels and .Johnston's" paper. Tho 
phase of lunar tide is denoted in terms of lunar age when 
tho maximum positive deviation is obtained. The data 
covering tho period 1938-46 and 1951--60 are used for 
J0 l!' 2 and 1922-39 for range of H. Each point is thus 
derived from about 20 lunations. Probable error circles 
are drawn to show the statistical significance of each 
determination. It is seen that the errors are much smaller 
than tho amplitude and each of the determinations may 
bo ta.kon a..'! significant . 

'l'here is a. remarkable similarity in tho seasonal varia
tions of the lunar tidal effects in tho J01!\ and the range of 
H. The chango of the amplitude of hmar oscillation in 
both f 0F, or in range of H from the ir great~st values in 
January to their smallest values in .Juno or July is quite 
marked. Tho total chango of L 2 amplitudes betwoen tho 
two seasons are 0·56 Mcfs and 19y for f 0F 2 and the range of 

Fig. 1. Ha rmonic dials showing the coefficients of lunar semi-monthlv 
oscillaflons in f, /!', and in the solar daily range of 11 during differeJi.t 

months at Huauc.tyo 

H respectively. The smn of probable errors in the smallest 
and largest values of L 2 amplitudes is 0·06 Mcjs and 5y. 
Tho difference of ],2 amplitudes is thus about 5-10 times 
the sum of tho probable errors. 

Further, there is a systematic shift of the pha..'!o of L. 
oscillation with season for both f 0 F 2 and range of II, tho 
crest of the wave occurring oa.rlier in Juno-July than in 
.January. The difference of phase betwoon the L, oscilla
tions in J0 F 2 and rango of H for any of the particular 
months, is very nearly 6 h, indicating an antiphase 
relationship between the two oscillations. 

Tho seasonal and latitudinal variations in tho lunar 
tidal oseillations in J 0P 2 close to tho magnetic equator 
demonstrate a. very close association betwoen tho higher 
regions of the ionosphere and tho equatorial eloctrojot 
Aituatod in tho lower portions of tho ionosphere. Tho 
exact mocha.n.ism of such an association is still to bo worked 
out. A fuller paper describing the lunar variations in H 
andJ0F 2 at If ua.ncayo will he published later. 
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SEISMOLOGY 

Seismo-magnetic Effect and the Possibility 
of Forecasting Earthquakes 

THJ<; existence of a. correlation betwoen magnetic dis
turbances and seismic activity has been suspected for 
nearly a. century; but so many of the early observations 
woro duo solely to the mechanical vibration of magneto
motors by seismic waves that when Lapina.1 reviewed tho 
subject in 1953 she concluded that no effect had been 
satisfactorily uemonstra.tod. However, sufficient evidence 
had been accumulating in Japanese litera ture to justify a 
ron()wod examination of the problem. 

The approach of Japanese scientists was summarized 
by Kato and Takagi", who compared magnetic surveys 
before and after earthquakes and plotted differences 
which thoy associated with tho seismic activity. They 
presumed that the magnetic offocts were due to thermal 
changes accompanying the earthquakes since a local rise 
in tho Curie point isotherm (dopth at which the tempera
ture is equal to the Curio point of tho dominant magnetic 
mineral) demagnetizes a certain volume of rock and causes 
a. chango of field at tho surface. However, tho required 
movement of the isotherm is much more rapid than 
thermal diffusion will allow. 

Tho thermal explanation is untonablo, but its accep
tance has delayed recognition of tho fact that seismomag
netio effects must be due to the piezomagnetic properties 
of rocks tho magnetizations of which change reversibly 
with tho stross applied to them. Kalashnikov• appears to 
have been first to consider seriously the piozoma.gnetic 
proportios of rocks. Ilo initiated laboratory exporimonts, 
the most significant of which aro those of Kapitsa4, who 
fatmd that the susceptibilities of typical ba.salt,ic typo 
ronks wore reduced in tho direction of an axial compression 
by 0·8 x 10-4 to 1·3 x 10-• per 1 kgfcm2 of stress, and 
increased by rather less than half this amount in the 
transverse direction. Using these results, Kala.<~hnikovP 
calculated possible magnitudes of seismo·ma.gnetic effects, 
but ho made very tmfa.vourable assumptions about the 
goomotry of the stressed rooks in tho region of an earth
quake and his conclusion was discouraging. The maximum 
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